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Resumen

Actualmente, una diversidad de simulaciones y aplicaciones médicas han sido

desarrolladas en computación gráfica, como son: el diagnostico médico, prácticas de

procedimientos, planeación de cirugías, etc., todos, simulan objetos deformables

empleando modelos físicos para obtener resultados confiables, sin embargo, una

simulación médica debe ser interactiva y en tiempo real, requiriendo algoritmos precisos y

rápidos.

Un procedimiento común en cirugía es cortar tejidos con bisturí, tijeras, entre

otras herramientas. Cortar es un trabajo complejo para representarlo mediante una

simulación; porque requiere de la modificación de la topología y del remallado del modelo.

En la actualidad existen muchos enfoques para cambios en la topología, algunos de estos

son animaciones no interactivas, inestables o no lo suficientemente precisos para

aplicaciones médicas; comparando los enfoques existentes, se ha encontrado que el XFEM

es estable, preciso, con excelente desempeño y adecuado para simular una cirugía virtual

en tiempo real; por otro lado, para mantener las ventajas provistas, se requiere de la

selección y creación de un conjunto de métodos que concuerden con los requerimientos del

XFEM.

Los algoritmos necesarios para crear una simulación de cirugía alrededor del

XFEM son: La integración tiempo, técnicas de mayado, detección de colisiones, métodos

de mapeo, etc.; por lo tanto, es importante buscar un desempeño excelente en cada uno de

estos algoritmos y en la interacción entre ellos, todo esto con miras a una simulación

interactiva y en tiempo real. Se ha propuesto un método de mapeo embebido en el control

de la topología física, el cual permite interrelacionar los elementos del XFEM con el

mayado visual y de colisión, agilizando de esta forma la interacción con el usuario. El

XFEM, utilizado como núcleo de los métodos de computación gráfica, ayudó a simular de

forma más eficiente modelos delgados como la piel, haciendo a la vez posible la interacción

en tiempo real, lo que permitirá realizar simulaciones más complejas y de mayor impacto
en el área médica.



Abstract

Nowadays, a diversity ofmedical simulations and applications have been developed

in computer graphics (CG) such as medical diagnosis, procedures training, surgery

planning, etc.; all these, simúlate deformable objects employing physical models in order

to get reliable results; nevertheless, a medical simulation must be interactive and in real

time, requiring accurate and fast algorithms.

A common procedure in a surgery is to cut tissues with scalpel, scissors, among
other instruments. Cutting is a challenging work to simúlate, because it requires the

modification of the topology and the remesh of the model. Currently there are in CG

many approaches for topological changes, some of these are non-interactive animations,

unstable or not precise enough to medical applications; comparing with the existing

approaches, it has been found that the XFEM is stable, accurate, with excellent

performance and suitable for virtual surgery in real time; on the other hand, to maintain

the provided advantages it is required the selection and creation of a set of methods that

fulfill the requirements ofthe XFEM.

The algorithms necessary to créate a surgery simulation around the XFEM are:

the integration time, meshing techniques, collision detection, mapping methods, etc.

Therefore, it is important to look for an excellent performance in each one of these

algorithms and in the interaction between them, all of this in sight of an interactive and

real time simulation. We propose an embedded mapping method inside the control ofthe

physical topology that enables the relation of the XFEM elements with the visual and

collision mesh, making the user interaction more dynamic. The XFEM, used as a core of

the CG methods, helps to simúlate in an efficient manner thin models as the skin and, as a

consequence, making possible the interaction in real time, which is going to allow the

creation ofmore complex simulations with mayor impact in the medical área.
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Table of Symbols

Symbol Description Where defined

a stress 2.3.1

e strain 2.3.1

E Young's modulus 2.3.1

V Poisson ratio 2.3.1

u displacement vector 2.3.1

c matrix of material constants 2.3.1

L differential operator matrix 2.3.1

$ shape function 2.3.2

P mass density 2.3.2

B strain matrix 2.3.2

K stiffness matrix 2.3.2

M mass matrix 2.3.2

f forces 2.3.2

C damping matrix 2.3.2

n number of element nodes 2.3.2

R rotation matrix 2.3.4

P position of the element (Corotational FEM) 2.3.4

4>(x) enrichment function 2.4

a. added DOFs 2.4

H(x) Heaviside function 2.4

M lumped mass matrix 2.4.3
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Computer Graphics in Medicine

The computer sciences collaborate of interdisciplinary form, and many of its áreas have been

developing new methods and algorithms in the medical contexts; áreas such as artificial

intelligence, robotics, human computer interaction, and computer graphics. From the per

spective of computer graphics in medicine, the computer can be an useful tool that allows to

the surgeons or medical students to analyze patients before of performing the surgery, or even

more, simulating the physical behavior of the body, permitting in this way, the possibility to

train the students, thus avoiding the risks caused to humans by the lack of experience of the

procedures execution.

A very common procedure in a surgery is the incisión of the tissues, for instance, the

cut of the skin. This procedure can be performed in minimal invasive surgery or in an open

surgery; in the first one, due to its reduced operating área, the interventions are smaller

than in the open surgery that can apply many more instruments and large interventions.

Moreover, many important and complex open surgeries start with incisions, for example,
some tumor extractions, cardiac interventions and cerebral surgeries.

1.2 Surgery simulation

In order to simúlate the incisions in a realistic manner, are required the physical based meth

ods, which give the adequate accuracy; furthermore, it is desirable an interactive simulations

that react in real time; consequently, it is necessary to look for efficiency in the methods

and, due to our medical perspective, the stability in the simulation is also essential. De

spite, many approaches deal with topological changes, these do not fulfill with the necessary

characteristics previously described.

1



2 CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION

It has been found that the XFEM, as a physical based method (based on the FEM),

allows the creation of robust simulations. The use of the XFEM in the medical context was

introduced by [48] implementing 2D simulations. Further, [21] establish the factors
to ensure

stable simulations suitable in surgical simulations in 3D.

1.3 The Aim and scope

In spite of the fact that we identify the XFEM as the main method that ensures a robust

simulation, there is no framework to exploit its benefits to make it applicable to complex

simulations as surgery simulation. Therefore, it is necessary to design a framework completely

focused on the XFEM in order to obtain efficient responses and, in the same time, to indicate

how to implement it obtaining efficient results.

The main goal of this thesis is to give a specific set of practical methods that allow the

implementation of the XFEM in an efficient simulation, achieving with the characteristics

that a virtual surgery demands. For this purpose, it is necessary to design a method that

works as mediator between the physical original mesh and the others meshes (visual and col

lision) ,
also the creation of a specific cutting algorithm that quickly updates the associations

of the meshes and finally, describing practical ideas to implement efficiently this method.

With this approach we aim to select fast methods of computer graphics such as collision

detection and time integration; considering also, the design of a specific mapping method for

the XFEM that allows an adequate interaction between different topologies. Moreover, it is

considered the implementation of the XFEM in 2D, this can help to test the performance

comparing with other methods; afterwards, the approach is implemented and tested in an

interactive open surgery simulation employing 3D models.

As remark, in this work are not considered the use of haptic tools and 3D sensors to

simúlate the virtual instrument; and also we don't pretend to modify the equations of the

XFEM.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is organized as follows:

In the chapter 2, it is described the state of the art, showing many works related with

medical applications in virtual reality, topological changes and virtual surgery simulations.

Furthermore, it is included the basic concepts of the finite element method and the extended

finite element method required to the complete understood of the thesis.

The chapter 3 focuses on the explanation of the proposed framework, where are indicated
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the adaptations to the selected algorithms and, later, the altemative mapping method is

detailed. Further, the cutting algorithm is showed and described. Finally, we point out some

practical considerations that improve the realism of the simulation.

In the chapter 4, the cases of study are described, following with the description of SOFÁ

framework and the explanation of how to implement the approach in it; the implementation
is described in 2D and 3D. Also, in this chapter are illustrated the tests of the approach

finalizing with the implementation of the study case.

Lastly, the chapter 5 indicates the most important contributions of the approach; more

over, we establish some questions that are left for future research.



Chapter 2

Physical-based models for virtual

surgery

2.1 Introduction

Nowadays the Virtual Reality (VR) has been applied to lot áreas such as entertainment,

education, military, industrial, architecture, robotics, medicine and others. The most appli

cations look for an immersive interaction with the user in the virtual environments, for this

reason has been designed a diversity of devices that we can classify as interaction devices:

gloves, head mounted displays, movement sensors, haptics[10], etc.; acquisition data devices:

specialized cameras and scanners, the most commons in medicine are a Computerized To-

mography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance (MR).

In this chapter will be described the related work of CG and virtual reality in medicine,

first will be mention the background of the medical applications, followed by the deformable

objects modeling methods considering the cutting approaches; further, the basic concepts of

the Finite Element Method and eXtended Finite Element Method are described and finally,
we analyze and discuss the related work indicating some required improvements.

2.2 Virtual reality applied to medicine

The importance of VR in medicine is growing, the reason is that it gives the possibility to

créate an environment in which represent the organs in 3D and letting the user to interact

with this virtual models avoiding the risk of working with real patients. Nowadays the VR

research has been focused on the realism of the simulations implying to consider the physical
reactions of the objects, it means to base the result in mathematical models in order to

genérate accurate simulations.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL-BASED MODELS FOR VIRTUAL SURGERY

Computer graphics (CG) was introduced to the medical research in mid of 70's with

a three-dimensional visualization of CT. Today, a variety of medical applications has been

developed in different áreas that include medical diagnosis, procedures training, pre-operative

planning, telemedicine and many more; some medical applications that can be found in

the related work are: the 3D organs representation of the human anatomy for purposes

like education as the Visible Human Project [1], surgery planning [39] or for diagnosis and

surgery simulation [3]; virtual endoscopy simulates a real endoscopy where the medie inserts

an endoscope (camera in a fiber-optic tube) into the body, it can be simulated interactively

by letting the user to control the virtual endoscope while he observes the 3D models of organs

[24, 25]; suture simulation where the students can be evaluated during the suture process,

they interact with devices to simúlate the needle and other instrument to hold the needle,

the suture can be external as a laceration of a hand [7] or internal like a vascular surgery [19].
For more medical applications in CG we refer the survey in [47] where described important

techniques and algorithms for the visualization and interaction with the medical data. The

creation of a surgery simulation is a complex work that involves many methods of CG such as:

soft tissue deformation modeling, meshing techniques, collision methods, mapping methods

and haptic devices (cp. Fig. 2.1). In the next section we describe the soft tissue deformation

methods to model physical and graphically the deformation of an object.

Figure 2.1: Principal methods of computer graphics to consider in the creation of a simulati

2.2.1 Soft tissue deformation

In order to créate a realistic simulation is needed to consider the behavior of the tissue. In CG

an interesting research área is to simúlate soft materials e.g. the hair, cloth, plástic objects
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and human tissues. The soft-tissue modeling methods can be: geometrically-based and

physically-based; a typical example of the first is the free-form deformation (FFD) method;

for the second the most used are: Finite Element Method (FEM), Mass-Spring Model (MSM),
Finite Difference Method (FDM), among others.

The MSM consists of a deformable object that is discretized into a system of mass points

connected by elastic links; this method is intuitive and easy to implement, it also can be

applied to real-time simulations and, moreover, it prevents of numerical instability and it

is parallelizable; however mass-springs connectors by itself has no volume, the topology of

the MSM is dependent of the mesh resolution and even worst the MSM is not as accurate

as FEM. The MSM can be suitable for animations of cloths but for lack of accuracy is not

plausible in surgery simulations. Has been compared an optimized linear FEM and the MSM

obtaining the first better results in a similar computation time [17]. The FEM is deeply

described in section 2.3. An overview of physically based models and applications can be

found in [35].

There are several medical approaches that apply the physically based deformation meth

ods to simúlate in a realistic manner the organs deformation using the FEM [25, 3, 41, 50],
MSM [11] and hybrid approaches that uses the FEM and MSM [13]; some authors design its

own physical model like the Long Element Method (LEM) where the physical properties are

in terms of pressure, density, volume, stress and strain [26]; [51] employ the MM-model to

simúlate blood vessels they indicate that the MM model is better than traditional methods

for noncomplex surface structure.

For virtual surgery the physical deformation of the tissues is necessary, although to créate

virtual surgeries with higher degree of complexity the simulation must contain the capacity

of cut the tissue.

2.2.2 Cutting approaches

To créate more complex medical simulations was necessary to include cuts and dissections,

this inclusión changes the physical mesh topology; nevertheless, this is a challenging work

to simúlate in real time with enough accuracy and, the requirement of real-time simulations,

forces to créate adaptations on the equations and the development of new algorithms that

controls the re-meshing of the model.

In the related work there are some approaches that deal with the problem of changing
the topology; first of all this problem has to be analyzed from two different considerations,

the user interactivity in real-time and accurate simulations. A real time simulation has as

a principal requirement the speed in the reactions, the responses of the models when the

surgical tool penetrates must be at the same time the user interacts and the forcé feedback

must be maintained in high rates; nevertheless this process sacrifices accuracy on the process.
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There are simulations that need to be accurate, this is the case of a surgery simulation where

all the body reactions must be physically plausible, nonetheless it increments the compu

tational effort creating slower simulations. Looking for a trade-off between medical realism

and interactivity in real time, [12] propose to sepárate the mesh in sub-regions (operation

part, non-operation part and the interface between them), adapting the equations to each

part obtaining faster responses in the operation región; they test the equations for cutting

the skin in a 2D model; on the other hand has to be selected the operation part a priori to

be preprocessed leading into a non-fully interactive simulation.

In a surgery simulation, when the virtual surgical tool cuts the tetrahedrons this should

show how the incisión opens according to the cutting trajectory, to this end, some approaches

apply the subdivisión, snapping, removal or duplication of elements. A simple manner to cut

a tetrahedra is subdividing it into more small sub-tetrahedrons. [33] explain how to subdivide

tetrahedra in a minimal set of sub-elements, they implement a progressive cut by creating

"temporal intersections", [9] créate an algorithm to maintain consistent the mesh subdivisión

of tetrahedral faces by restricting the subdivisión to correct junctions with the neighbors, [8]
créate a state machine for subdividing tetrahedra according to the intersections of the tool

blade in a progressive mode considering forward and backward moves and trembling of the

tool while the user is cutting, they simúlate the skin cutting with a virtual scalpel provided
with forcé feedback; nevertheless subdividing can cause simulation instability because it gen

erates ill-conditioned elements or slivers, also subdivisión increments the degrees of freedom

impacting directly on the simulation performance.

Another altemative to cut soft tissue is done by removing the elements in contact with the

blade [14, 15]; [16] first refines the elements closer to the surface where the tool is cutting and
removes all elements touched by the blade, implementing with this approach a hepatectomy

simulator; despite removing elements has the advantage that it doesn't affects the simulation

stability, this method is physically inaccurate and visually uneven; other option, to avoid

the previous methods, is a successive snapping of nodes to the cutting trajectory [43]; even

though, this kind ofmethods still generating sliver elements; other approaches merge methods

like snapping and subdivisión [45], but these require to know the first and last point of a cut

segment to execute the algorithm, therefore only non-progressive cutting is enabled.

For fractures simulation there are approaches that changes the topology by duplicating
elements, [32] propose the virtual node algorithm; it consists of replícate cut elements as

signing a portion of material to each copy, it maintains the initial FEM mesh conditioning
creating a minimal number of elements, the limitation of the method is that a tetrahedra can

only be subdivided in no more than four pieces because each sub-element require an original
mesh node and also slivers are not completely avoided; the limitations of the virtual node al

gorithm were resolved by [44], avoiding slivers and allowing arbitrary cutting of tetrahedrons

in any number of sub-elements, implementing the algorithm in a simulation where the skin

of a tetrahedral face model is cut; nonetheless on both previous approaches has been tested
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in a offline simulations which is undesirable for a surgery simulation.

[42] créate and hybrid approach with Discontinuous Free Form Deformation (DFFD) and

FEM, getting accuracy from FEM and speed from DFFD and simulates a progressive cut of

a skin of the face; this approach stills subdividing the polygons affecting the performance in

each cut element and the results are not enough accurate in large deformations.

[21] employ the extended finite element method (XFEM) to control physically the mesh

when a cut appears, while the user is cutting no new elements are created thus the simulation

performance is not a greatly impacted and furthermore the XFEM avoids ill-conditioned

elements.

The XFEM adds local enrichment functions in sub-regions with discontinuities; this

method, proposed in 1999 by [5], exploits the partition of unity property of finite elements

[4]. The XFEM is initially utilized for fracture mechanics to simúlate crack growth with stiff

materials in 2D [34]; this method has been improved and can be applied to different do

mains such as material interfaces [46, 6], 3D elasto-plastic deformations [23], fluid mechanics,
material-nonmaterial interfaces and topology optimization considering void spaces [36]. We

explain the XFEM in more detail in section 2.4.

The XFEM was introduced to simulation of surgical cuts by [48, 49], implementing a

simulation of dissection in a 2D MRI image of the brain with small deformations. [27] propose
a framework based on FEM considering predefined boundaries for cutting and suturing, to

cut arbitrary surfaces they employ the XFEM; this approach also allows small deformation

as the linear XFEM was used.

[21] establish that the XFEM is stable, accurate, allowing large deformations and suitable

for real time surgical simulations; they also mention that a stable and dynamic simulation

can be ensure by selecting the appropriate enrichment function and mass lumping technique;

they test the method simulating the incisión of the skin in an open surgery.

2.3 The Finite Element Method

The FEM is a numerical method that permits to find approximated solutions to physical

engineering problems governed by differential equations in partial derivatives. The FEM is

employed when the problem domain is complex and the solution is difficult to be obtained

analytically; commonly it is applied in problems such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer, solids

mechanics, electromagnetic analysis, acoustics, and so on. To simúlate the behavior of a

phenomenon in a system, we must consider that this will be dependent of the geometry or

domain of the system, the properties of the material and boundary and initial and loading

conditions; however, in many engineering systems all these factors are very complex ham-

pering an analytical solution, for this reason are used numerical methods that discretize the
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domain and the most popular of these methods is the FEM.

When the FEM is used generally consists of four steps: the first step is the modeling

the geometry commonly represented by a set of elements, and the curved surfaces are ap

proximated using straight lines if linear elements are used; for this step there are numerous

Computer Aided Design (CAD) software packages that genérate the geometry; the second

step is the meshing process required to discretize the geometry into small elements, this step

is performed to divide the problem domain. Thereby, the solution of each element is easily

approximated and the solution of the whole problem domain is formed by the solution of all

elements. The third step is the property of material that consists in defining the material

properties according to the problem domain; in our case the Young 's modulus and Poisson

ratio are required (described in section 2.3.1). Finally the fourth step consists into estabUsh

the boundary, initial and loading conditions where the users can indicate these conditions

into the geometrical identifies (points, lines and surfaces) or also into the elements.

In order to understand the how the FEM models the soft tissue deformation, it is necessary

to know the basic concepts of the linear elastic material model.

2.3.1 Elastic materials

The analysis of elastic materials deals with the behavior of substances with the property of

recovering their size and shape when the external forces are removed. In 1676 Robert Hooke

formúlate the linear elastic behavior, in his law establish that the deformation is proportional
to the applied forcé in the object. Let define F as the applied forcé that stretch a spring,
Al as the change of the length in the spring (elongation), and k as a forcé constant of the

spring, then the Hooke
. law for a linear spring is described by

F = kAl (2.1)

In order to simúlate the elastic behavior of more complex systems is necessary to consider

some physical fields that are present when a elastic material is deformed such as stress and

strain that can be derived from equation (2.1) obtaining

Stress = modulus ■ Strain (2.2)

F r*,AÍ

A=ET- ^

where A is the transactional área and .__ is a property of the nature of the material called

Young's modulus. Equation (2.3) indicates that the stress is the forcé per unit área and the

strain is the change in length per unit length (fractional stretch).
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The physical fields (strain, stress, forcé and displacement) for a 3D elastic object are

expressed as matrixes, and it's important to analyze the relations among these.

Stress

In an object the components of stress are indicated on the surface of an infinitely small cubic

volume (cp. Fig. 2.2). The sign convention for the subscript is that the stress <7j_ is acting

on the i-th surface with direction j-th. Therefore, there are nine stress components and by

taking moments of forces on the central axis of the cube at the equilibrium state, it is easy

to confirm that

Oyy<—

•'Ozz

Figure 2.2: Six independent stress components at an internal point in an infinitesimalsmall

cubic block.

(2.4)

Henee, at a point in the elastic object there are in total six stress components known as

stress tensor and can be expressed in a vector form

O \0~xx @yy O
zz ®yz ®xz 0~xy) (2.5)

Before to show the relation between stress and strain we will define the strain for a 3D

elastic object and its relations with the displacement.
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Strain - Displacement Relations

In real elastic objects the strain varies throughout the geometry and similar to the stress,
the

strain can be composed of six independent components and can be expressed in the vector

form of

\^xx ^yy ¿zz ¿yz ?xz ^xyf (2.6)

Let denote u = u(x,y,z), v = v(x,y,z), and w = w(x,y,z) as the displacements in

the x,y, and z coordinate directions respectively, then the components of the strain can be

obtained from the derivatives of the displacements as follows:

du
exx

=

TT~> eyy
=

du

dy'

du
tzz

=

d~r

du dv

xy

dy dx
' i-xz

~

du dw

dz dx

dv dw

; Cyz
=

~dl
+

~d¿
(2.7)

To express the strain-displacement relations in matrix form, we define the displacement

vector as

u =

u(x,y,z)

v(x, y, z)

w(x,y,z)

(2.8)

The six strain-displacement relationships in equation (2.7) can be expressed in the com

pact form

Lu (2.9)

where L is a matrix of partial differential operators obtained from equation (2.7) and is

given by

L =

____

dx
0 0

0 _d_
dy

0

0 0
d

dz

a_ _d_
dx

0

d

dz
0 d_

dx

0
d

_,

d_

(2.10)
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In computer graphics there are two common choices known as the Green's nonlinear

strain tensor and the Cauchy's linear strain tensor defined in equations (2.12) and (2.11)

respectively.

_

= I(Vu + [Vuf + [Vu]TVu)
___

(2.11)

e__I(Vu + [Vuf] (2.12)

where Vu is the gradient of the displacement field and is expressed in a matrix of the

form

U"¡x '.y ^">z

Vu - i v,x v,y v,z

W,X W,y W,Z

(2.13)

Where the index x,y and z represents spatial derivatives. If the deformations of the body

are large is used the Green's strain tensor, on the other hand for small deformations the

Cauchy's strain tensor is used.

Stress-strain relations

The equations that give the relationship between stress and strain are known as the consti-

tutive equations for a material. The equation (2.2) can be generalized as the Hooke's law for

a general anisotropic material (i.e. the material property varies with direction) given in the

following matrix form:

cr = ce (2.14)

where c is a matrix of material constants can be written explicitly as a symmetric matrix

as follows.

(*
XX

ayy

0~zz

ayz

0~xz

> -

a
xy

«11 «12 Cl3 C14 C15 C16

C-12 C23 C24 C25 C26

«33 «34 «35 «36

C44 C45 C46

C55 «56

«66

'-xx

eyy

izz

iyz

i-xz

ixy

(2.15)
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For isotropic materials the matrix c can be reduced to

c =

«11 Cl2 Cl2 0 0 0

«11 «12 0 0 0

«11 0 0 0

(«11
-

«12)/2 0 0

(«n
-

«i2)/2 0

where

«n
=

E(l-v) Ev

(1-2_)(1 + -.)'
«12

(l-2v)(l + vY

(«n
- «12)/2

(2.16)

«11
—

«12
= G (2.17)

in which E,v,G are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the shear modulus of the

material, respectively, where the first two are independent. Given two of these three constants

the other one can be calculated by the relation

G
E

2(1 + v)
(2.18)

Equilibrium equations

To obtain the dynamic equilibrium equations, let us consider an arbitrary point in the body

using an infinitesimal differential element, as shown in Figure 2.2. The equilibrium of forces

is required in all directions and, as this is a generalization of a dynamic system, we have to

consider the inertial forces of the element. The equilibrium of forces in the x directions gives

doxx , \ .

,
. . / do.

•__ +
-q—

dx 1 dydz
-

axxdydz + I oyx +

+
zy
+
do

,
dz I dxdy

-

ozxdxdy + fx

——du 1 dxdz — ovxdxdz
dy y)

yx

= püdxdydz (2.19)

external forcé inertial forcé

where the inertial forcé is the term on the right-hand side of the equation, and /_. is

the external body forcé that affects the body as a whole (i.e. applied in the centre of the

element). Henee, the equation (2.19) becomes one of the equilibrium equations, written as

dax_

dx
+

dOy,

dy
+

daz_

dz
+ fx = PÜ (2.20)
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in the same way, the equilibrium equations of forces in the y and z directions yields

dOx}L
+ do^ + d_^L+ (221)

dx dy dz

doxz doyz dozz . .

-&r
+

^-
+ ^+f-

=

pw (2-22)

Defining a vector of the external body forces ft in x, y and z directions as follows

fl = {fx fy /-} (2*23)

the equilibrium equations (2. 20), (2. 21) and (2.22) can be written in a concise matrix form

as follows

LTa + fb = pü (2.24)

To write the equilibrium equation (2.24) in term of the displacements can be done by

using equations (2.9) and (2.14). Henee, can be obtained a general form of the dynamic

equilibrium equation expressed as a matrix equation

LTcLu + f6 = pü (2.25)

if the loads applied on the body are static, then the static equilibrium can be obtained

simply by dropping the dynamic term (inertial forcé) in equation (2.25)

LTcLu + ffc = 0 (2.26)

2.3.2 FEM

This method is based in the applications of Rayleigh-Ritz method, it doesn't work over the

complete domain of the problem; it only considers sub-domains called elements. In the FEM,

a complex continuum system is discretized into simple and small geometric elements; some

nodal points are specified in an element where the unknown valúes are expressed mathemat

ically. An interpolation based on the valúes of the nodes is needed to obtain the unknown

valúes inside an element. The interpolation or shape functions are complete set of polyno
mials.

This chapter presents the simple overview of the FEM, for a deep analysis of the method

refer to specific FEM books, such as [28], [20] and [52].
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FEM procedure

The standard FEM procedure consists of four steps: domain discretization, constructing

shape functions, formation of the FE equations on local coordinate systems and assembly of

global FE equations. This procedure is shown in Figure 2.3.

DOMAIN

DISCRETIZATION

CONSTRUCTING

SHAPE

FUNCTIONS

FE EQUATIONS

IN LOCAL

SYSTEM

FEM ASSEMBLY

Figure 2.3: FEM procedure performed to simúlate elastic objects.

Domain discretization The total domain (body) fl is divided into ne sub-domains

f-e* called elements. This procedure is called meshing and is often carried out by preproces-

sors. All elements are connected by its nodes forming an entire domain without any gap or

overlapping. A finer mesh generally generates more accurate results.

Constructing Shape functions The FEM formulation uses a local coordinate system

that is defined for an element in reference to the global coordination system; i.e., it is possible
that each element has its own orientation and to assemble all the elements it is required a

coordinate transformation for each element, considering a global coordinate system. Based

on the local coordinate system defined on an element, the displacements of an element is

assumed by polynomial interpolation using the nodal displacements as follows

u(x) = ^<_>.(xK (2.27)
¿=i

where n is the number of nodes forming the element e, u* is the nodal displacements at

i-th node, which can be expressed in a general form as

uí

ux

displacements at node 1

displacements at node 2

displacements at node n

(2.28)

where each of the uf has n¡ Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) that corresponds to the displace
ments and / or rotations at the i-th node (i.e. for a 3D body n¡

= 3). Therefore, the total
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dimensión of the vector of DOFs ue, is the same that the number of element nodes times the

DOFs at a node, i.e. n x n¡.

In equation (2.27), <_>, are the element shape functions, which are predefined to assume

the shapes of the displacement variations with respect to the coordinates. These functions

are chosen in such way that the nodal positions take either a unitary or a nuil valué, this

property is known as the Delta property. In the case of a linear triangle the shape functions

are identical to the barycentric coordinates as shown in Figure 2.4.

02

01

U(x)=Z0iU

Figure 2.4: Shape functions of a sigle linear triangular element; these functions ($_) are used

to interpólate the nodal displacements u¿ allowing to obtain of a continuous displacement
inside an element (u(x)).

FE equations on local coordinate systems The potential energy in this context

is the elastic strain energy. The strain energy in the entire domain of elastic solids can be

expressed as

n = - f iTodV = \ I eTcedV
2 Jv 2 Jy

(2.29)

The kinetic energy of the entire problem domain is defined as follows

T-±Jpti*MV (2.30)

Therefore, FE equations for an element can be formulated by substituting the interpola
tion of the nodes, (2.27) and the equation (2.9) which is the strain-displacement equation,
into the equation (2.29) yields
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n = 1 / eTCedV = i / ueTBTcBuW = *^ueT ( / BrcBdv) ue (2.31)

The script e stands for the element, henee the volume integration is over the element. In

the equation (2.31) B is called the strain matrix, defined by

B-L* (2*32)

where L is the differential operator given in equation (2.10). Let define the element

stiffness matrix as

Ke = I BT
Jv_

cBdV (2.33)

henee, the equation (2.31) can be rewritten as

ü = ^u^KeU1 (2.34)

The stiffness matrix is symmetric and its dimensión is equal to the number of element

nodes times number of DOFs at a node, i.e. n x n¡

Substituting equation (2.27) into (2.30), the kinetic energy can be rewritten as

T = \ í púTúdV = \ I púeT-_>T-_>ÚW = UeT ( I p-_>T*N) úe (2.35)
2 JVe 2 JVe 2 \JVc }

From previous equation we can define the mass matrix of the element, by denoting

= / p$T$dV (2.36)
Jv_

m

where p is the material density. Finally the equation of the forces can be computed as

the derivatives of the energy with respect to the nodal positions. A linearized relationship
for an element between nodal forces and nodal positions can be expressed as

fe - Keue (2.37)
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FEM Assembly The FE equations for all the elements can be assembled together, thereby,

is obtained the deformation of the whole system. The global stiffness matrix is calculated as

follows

K = £Ke (2.38)
<=i

Using the linearize elastic forces, the linear algebraic equation of motion for the entire

domain is expressed as

Mü + Cú + Ku = feit (2.39)

where M is the global mass matrix, C is the damping matrix and fexí externally applied

forces, ü is the acceleration vector and ú is the vector of the velocity components.

2.3.3 Linear FEM

In computer graphics has been applied three kind of FEM approaches, the linear FEM, the

corotational method and the non-linear method; for purposes of this thesis only the first two

are described. For small displacements can be used the linear Cauchy's strain tensor shown in

equation (2.11). Then the strain matrix B of the equation (2.32) can be expressed explicitly
as

B,=

d<_,

dx
0 0

0
dy

0

0 0 §___,
dz

__*i 0
dy

______

dx

0

a-

■9í>

dz

0 ii

(2.40)

Considering i and j the índices of the element nodes, the stiffness matrix can be defined

of the form

K
y
= / BjcBfdV
Jv

(2.41)
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2.3.4 Corotational FEM

The corotational method is based in the linear FEM using the Cauchy's strain tensor;
on the

other hand a reference state ofthe elements is store. To compute the deformation forces, these

have to be translated to the reference state and rotate back to the current state. Therefore,

the deformation forces are expressed as follows

fi = R¿Kiá(RTpi-p0j) (2*42)

3=1

where R is the rotation matrix is required to transíate from the current to initial state, p

are the positions of the element nodes in the current deformed state defined as p
=

po + u,

in which po indicates the initial positions of the element nodes.

2.3.5 Time integration

In a simulation such as virtual surgery, the environment is interactive and the user exerts

forces over the virtual objects in real time, therefore is necessary to compute the displacements

dynamically employing the equation (2.39). The external forces are in equilibrium with the

internal forces by solving the displacement vector u. To compute the displacements at each

time step are widely used the direct integration method.

There are two main types of direct integration method: implicit and explicit. Implicit

methods are generally more efficient for a relatively slow phenomenon, and explicit methods

are more efficient for a very fast phenomenon. A list of explicit and implicit methods is

shown in Figure 2.5.

The most explicit methods are conditionally stable. This means that are limited to a

time step Ai, and if it is exceeded the computed solution will become unstable and might

grow without limit. Therefore, the time steps used in the explicit methods are 100 or 1000

times smaller than those used in implicit methods. Defining the acceleration as a = ü and

the velocity as v = ú, the explicit Euler method is expressed as

u.+aí
=

ut + Aív( (2.43)

ví+At
= V( + Afa* (2.44)

Implicit methods are unconditionally stable, and the stability of the simulation is not

dependent of size of the time step, however these methods require the evaluation solution of

large system of equations. The implicit Euler method is expressed as
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Time Intergration
methods

Implict

Euler

___

Explicit

~~T~

Crank-

Nicolson
Newmark Euler

Central

Difference

Figure 2.5: List of common time integration methods.

Ut+_vt
=

u. + A.vt+A.

vt+At
=

vt + A.at+At

(2.45)

(2.46)

To solve these equations is required to redefine a new system of equations and employ a

numerical method such as Newton-Raphson. If the derivative of the forces changes in time,

the Newton-Raphson method must be executed each time step.

2.4 Extended Finite Element Method

The XFEM is in essence the FEM with adaptations appropriate for evolving boundary valué.

It basically represents the discontinuities with the creation of enrichment functions. It ex

ploits the partition of unity property of shape functions, this property is expressed as:

¿»,(*)«1 (2.47)
i=\

The main idea of exploiting the partition of unity property is to construct basis functions

through produets of classical shape functions and a local enriched basis [4]. This means that,
when a discontinuity appears (e.g. an element has been cut) the related nodes are enriched

by a global discontinuous enrichment function with the product of the shape functions and

the local enriched basis. Therefore, the equation of the displacements (cp. equation (2.27))
now can be calculated as
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n n

u(x) =£ ^(xH + J^x.^xJa,* (2-48)
-=1 7= 1
»

v
'

>

v

classical enrichment

where the discontinuous enrichment functions are denoted by tpj (x), and the new DOFs

as a_ , commonly the number of new DOFs is the same than the element DOFs. The shape

functions $¿ (x), given in the enrichment side of the equation (2.48), can be different of the

classical shape functions _>¿(x) (e.g. higher order), in this thesis are considered to be both

the same.

The enrichment function ip(x) can be any discontinuous function. If the support of a

node is cut, commonly is enriched with Heaviside function, which is defined as

_(_) .m - {
«

fZZ
___

^

Another option is to use the shifted enrichment functions defined as follows

^(x)=l-(H(x)-H_) (2.50)

where Hi is the valué of Heaviside function at the i-th node. The shifted function consists

in use the enrichment contribution only inside of the discontinuous element and ignores the

contribution on the borders of the element and also outside the element (cp. Fig. 2.6)

The inclusión of enrichment function break with the delta property, then the displace
ments of the enriched nodes has to be computed as the sum of the components u¿ + _-¿a¿.

The nodal DOFs u¿, when the generalized Heaviside enrichment function is used, loóse their

physical meaning requiring some adaptations to the equations. On the contrary, the shifted

enrichment function directly records the valúes of displacements (enriched and non-enriched

nodes) in u¿; therefore, in a shifted function the added DOFs a¿ are only required to establish

the displacement of a enriched element. Figure 2.7 shows the physical meaning of DOFs in

a discontinuous element according to the enrichment function.

The facility of the implementation depends on the choice of the enrichment function, more

over, this choice impacts on the numerical stability of the simulation [22].

The equation (2.48) can be generalized to consider múltiple cuts, to this end is required the

inclusión of new enrichment function each time that a discontinuity is created and also new

DOFs. Considering a element that has been cut twice, in which H1 ,HU are the enrichment

functions for the first and the second cut respectively, the displacements can be calculated

as
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xo

l4J1

X2 X.

XC

4-*

X2 X1
4-»2

X2

0i4^

xo

i o-y*

^—
X2 X3

OW 02^2

X-

Figure 2.6: Enrichment functions. The Heaviside enrichment function on the left and the

shifted function on the right.

u,-a2

u¿-a2
u_»a2 a, u.

^V
-U -a:i

ui+ai u -a3

Heaviside shifted

Figure 2.7: The enrichment functions have its own physical meaning of the nodal DOFs.
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U(x) =^2^i(X)ui + _r>j(x)^(x)a; +Y.^íy^y
í=\ 7=1 j=l

= Yl **(*)** + _C *j(i)^(*)a.

(2.51)

i=i .=i

where m represent the number of all added DOFs. The enrichment functions tpj(x) are

global as are H1
,
H11 The new cut must be independent from the previous cuts, this is

shown in the Figure (2.8), in which Hu is zero on the below side of the cut /.

Figure 2.8: Múltiple cuts per element. A new independent component is created for each cut

(on the left); a hierarchical cut structure can be employed for more complex crack branching
(on the right).

2.4.1 Linear XFEM

The vectors of the displacement (u) and forcé (f) of the linear XFEM, unlike the linear

FEM, require to include new DOFs of those elements with discontinuities; these vectors can
be expressed as
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u = [Ul

-[fi

u„ a-,
• ■ • a-J^

f f
a

. . . fa]T

(2.52)

(2.53)

The stiffness matrix of the standard FEM, shown in equation (2.41), must consider the

enriched strain matrix which is difined as

BX = [B! ••• BnViB1-*-V„Bri] (2.54)

It is easily to see that the enrichment functions ipi(x) is constant according to the side

of the cut plañe, which are the sides above (V_) and below (V¡_). Henee, equations can be

divided into two components to intégrate the volume of the whole domain. Thereby, the

equations of the stiffness matrix yields

Kg = f BfTcBfdV+ f BfTcBfdV
JVa JVh

(2.55)

above below

This enriched stiffness matrix, can also be express as a matrix of four components as

follows

Kx =

TSUU

Tfau

Kua

Tfaa (2.56)

where Kuu is the standard stiffness matrix that related to the original DOFs and Kua,
Kau and Kaa are related to the new DOFs. Considering the strain matrix B as a constant,

the four components of the stiffness matrix can be defined as

KUti
TS

ij
~

K'J

Kua = \ — tf + — _»*,* 1

Ky

V VL
___.$ . + ___.#..
V

m

V

** *

Vb
T^ai^ai i . ,

* fci * fcj

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)
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where _-a¿ and _■& indicates the valué of _»¿(x) above and below the cut plañe respectively.

When the shifted enrichment function, given in the equation (2.50), is used, the components

of the enrichment stiffness matrix become

Kuu
-iv-

***_**ua

Ts~au

K¿.
=

K£= _

_-_K-.
v -"-y

___K-.

if Hj = +1

if Hj = -1

if Hi = -1

-■^Ky if fli = i/; = +1

fyKij if fli = fl, = -1

0 if fl, ?É flj

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

A disadvantage of the linear FEM is that only allows simúlate deformations of small

displacements. Therefore, the linear XFEM can be used to simúlate partial cuts in stiff

objects.

2.4.2 Corotational XFEM

The forces in the corotational FEM, shown in equation (2.42), must consider that the rotation

of a discontinuous element will have different behavior in each part, then employing the

equation (2.48), the deformation forces in an enriched element turn into

ff = ¿Ra í BfrcBf dV (Bjpf
- p*) } Above

+ ¿Rb f BfTcBfdV (Bfpf
-

p£) } Below

i=i Jv»

(2.65)

Where the positions of px = p¡f + ux Considering an element, the rotation for the part

above of the cut plañe is denoted as RQ and the rotation below as Rb; from above and using

equation (2.49), the equations of the deformation forces of the standard DOFs and the added

DOFs can be computed separately. Thus, the deformation forcé of the standar DOFs can be

computed as follows
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f' - yKaJ2K>ÁKpa. - Po,) + ^R6¿Ky(Rfp.. - p0.) (2.66)
.=i í=i

where the positions of the element nodes are calculated

Psj
=

Po. + Uj + ^sjEt-j where s = a or s — b (2.67)

where the subscript s indicates that the above equation can be applied for the parts above

and below of the cut. The deformation forcé of the added DOF can be computed as follows

ff = ^R-tfai¿ -Kg (HÍlVí
-

Po. ) + y
Rfc^w¿Ky (R* P«

~

Po. ) (2*68)

Employing the shifted enrichment function (cp. equation (2.50)) into equation 2.68
,
the

deformation forces yield

í E^l -£R.Ky (R?Py
-

po,*) if Ai = +1

ff = <j ^

(2.69)

[ ___."= i #KaKy(R^p0j;
—

Poj) ÍfÍ_i = —1

and the positions of the element nodes

í Po. + u_ if Hj = +1
_

í po. + ^
-

a_ if fl- = +1 .

Paj
\p0j+Uj+Bij ÍÍHj = -l

Pbj
\p0j+u_ iffl_=-l

{¿' 70)

For purposes of this thesis the nonlinear XFEM is not required to be described (the
formulation is in [22]))

2.4.3 Mass Lumping Techniques

The stability and the accuracy of the simulation are harmed if there are sliver elements.

Slivers can be caused if one part of the element is so small that the volume is almost zero.

This problem happens in explicit and implicit methods. However, [21] declare that the

simulation stability can be impacted by the choice of the enrichment functions and the mass

lumping technique.

The enriched mass matrix can be represented with four components (similar to the stiff

ness matrix) as follows
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MA =

where each component is defined by

M

Maa
(2.71)

Jv

M*a = [ f&iQjVjdV
Jv

M°;
= / p%4>^jdV
Jv

M"a= f pViQ&jVjdV
Jv

(2.72)

(2.73)

(2.74)

(2.75)

Note that the lumped matrices M£f and M™ are zero. Therefore, is only necessary to

compute the lumped matrices ofM"" and M?" There are three principal techniques to lump

the matrices such as row summation, weighted diagonal and enrichment lumping technique.

The lumped mass matrices using row summation yields

= EM°a

(2.76)

(2.77)

The weighted diagonal technique is computed as follows

m

= m

TV/rao
_

___*_ ±yllJ

(2.78)

(2.79)

where m is the element total mass Finally the enrichment lumping technique, proposed

by [29], is applied in explicit integration time and is computed as follows

rn

n

Jvn
irat1 \r bi

(2.80)

(2.81)
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where n indicate the number of element nodes.

[22] analyze the lumping techniques and the enrichment function in order to determine

which produces more stability on the simulation. [22] conclude that using the shifted function
and the enrichment lumping technique the slivers are avoided and therefore ensuring stability
on the simulation.

2.4.4 Discussion

Even though in [21] had already employed the XFEM for virtual surgery, their proposal
is generalized to simúlate all kind of elastic materials, moreover ignores how the XFEM

interacts with the others methods of CG (cp. Figure 2.1), in other words, they don't indicate

how to establish a mapping between the visual mesh and the physical topology when the

discontinuities appear, how to proceed if the cut touches over a tetrahedron vértex, how

the forces of discontinuous elements are not affected when collide, how must be treated the

XFEM equations considering discontinuous and non-discontinuous neighbors, how to realize

self-collisions among discontinuous elements and how to do efficiently the cutting process.

In this work sets the XFEM as a core of the simulation and around it we select and créate

methods of CG that allow us to work in an efficient manner; that is, if the methods are

customized to the XFEM requirements, the generated results will be better and more efficient;

furthermore by this way we can design a framework specifically for a surgery simulation that

demands more accuracy and in the same time interactivity in real time.

Has been decided to work with SOFÁ framework [2] because it contains a set of methods of

CG allowing the selection and modification of the algorithms in accordance with our needs; in

addition SOFÁ contains an intuitive structure that is possible to créate and use new methods

easily; SOFÁ is a project that continúes in development, novel methods and more efficient

will be included allowing in a future be adapted to work with the XFEM.



Chapter 3

XFEM framework for cutting soft

tissue

In the previous chapters have been described different approaches that deal with topological

changes; now, our objective is not to créate one more application, instead, we aim to créate

the bases for all surgery simulations that include topological changes.

This chapter starts with a description of the problem to deal, beginning with a short

resume of the research presented in previous chapter and concluding with specific questions
that gives place to this research. Consequently, the methodology is described starting with the

adaptations to the corotational XFEM; it is introduced since the FEM equations; right after,
is explained the mapping method which is the key algorithm to unify all others algorithms
with the XFEM. Also the algorithm for cutting is presented and finally the adaptations of

the visual update and collision algorithms are explained.

3.1 Problem description

There are a wide range of surgical applications, and some of these are capable to cut the

tissue; nevertheless, there are four principal factors required in a robust virtual surgery:

accuracy, interactivity, stability and real-time; which are shown in Figure 3.1. The related

work described in the previous chapter shows how the approaches achieve some of these

factors but not all, remaining in most of the cases unstable or inaccurate simulations.

At the beginning, the visualization of 3D models was the objective, where the models are

constructed through images generated by a computer tomography, attempting to represent

these models as real as possible and therefore, this kind of applications helps to analyze a

specific patient (e.g. a tumor in the brain). Later, the research turn towards an interactive

applications forcing to simúlate the behavior of the models (e.g. interactive endoscopy). The

31
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Interactive Stable
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Accurate Real-time
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Figure 3.1: Principal factors that contains a robust simulation. All this factors are demanded

for all surgery simulations.

desire of realistic simulations obligate to use accurate models boosting the use of physical

based methods (cp. section 2.2.1). Nevertheless the use of those physical models is opposite
with the interactivity in real time, then the research focuses on realistic animated simula

tions such as [32, 44]. However, the opportunity to créate training simulations turned back

the attention in interactive applications, resulting in many approaches that adequate the

equations or make hybrid simulations in order to obtain interactivity in conjunction with

physical models [12, 7]. Afterward, the medical simulations demand the inclusión of complex

procedures that require the simulation of topological changes (e.g. cutting the skin [8, 42]);

although, many approaches deal with this problems, the most of these obtain a simulation

that fails with at least one of the factors shown in Figure 3.1.

[21] attempts to achieve these important aspects, leading into a stable and accurate

simulation. Nevertheless, their approach is very general, explained for only one tetrahedral

element and omitting how the XFEM must interact with other methods of CG without losing
its advantages.

[27] créate a framework for surgery simulation and also considers the XFEM for arbitrary

splitting the elements, proposing algorithms for collision detection, visual update, cutting
and the processing distribution in threads; although it is used in medical applications and

employs the XFEM, this framework implements the linear XFEM which only support small

deformations and moreover, the XFEM is not the base of the simulation, therefore, the

algorithms proposed do not use the advantages provided by the XFEM.

Our principal objective is to créate a specific framework that fully exploits the advantages
of the XFEM and, by setting the XFEM as a core of the simulation, créate more complex

surgery simulations which we know will be stable, accurate and interactive in real-time.

Therefore, this thesis, will give answer to the following questions:

• What kind of XFEM use?
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• How works the discontinuous element with its neighbors (split/non-split)?

• How can be created an efficient mapping between the visual mesh and the physical
mesh topology, considering changes in the topology specific to the XFEM?

• Which algorithm can we use to cut the tissue?

All the questions presented above have a direct impact in the performance and realism

of the simulation, this means that the choice of linear, corotational or nonlinear XFEM

will decide the capability of deformations; this decisión can increment or decrement the

performance. Besides, the manner that a discontinuous element associates its added DOFs

to the neighbors, considering if those neighbors are continuous or discontinuous, can affect

the computational effort by increasing the added DOFs when it is not necessary. Moreover,
when an element is divided, the new "virtual elements" must update their corresponding

displacement; also, it has to be considered that the physical mesh is associated to the visual

mesh, which is updated each time step. Finally the cutting algorithm mush be designed

looking for visual update in real time, therefore, this algorithms must be efficient for finding
collided elements, identifying intersections between the interactive tool and the elements, and

for allowing all the others algorithms to be executed in real time.

Basing the simulation in a robust method is the key to ensure efficient responses working

together with others algorithms of CG; thereby, allowing to reach the requirements that a

surgery simulation demands.

3.2 Methodology

The linear XFEM, used by [27], is fast but unfortunately does not allow to simúlate large

deformations; on the other hand,considering the nonlinear XFEM allows large deformation

but it increase the computational effort, complicating the interactivity in real time. There

fore, we prefer the corotational XFEM, allowing large deformations without harming the

performance.

If there are at least two discontinuous elements that share the split edge (i.e. both

elements were cut in the same edge), these elements will share the added DOFs of the

adjacent vértex, avoiding adding new DOFs. On the other hand, a discontinuous element

with a non-discontinuous element are ignored the valúes of the forces on the added DOFs of

the shared edge.

In order to créate a mapping among the original physical topology, the visual topology
and the collision topology considering the changes when a discontinuity appears, will be

created a new altemative mesh topology that will control the discontinuous elements, and
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will update the valué of the displacements calculated in the original mesh topology. This

mesh topology will be associated with the visual mesh topology and thereby, allow us to

show the corresponding portion of volume in the divided elements. The mapping between

the visual mesh and the altemative mesh can be easily based on the barycentric coordinate

of the tetrahedrons.

In order to the cut the tissue must be designed an algorithm that considers this mapping

methods and exploits its capacity to search elements in conjunction with the collision detec

tion algorithms. When the mesh is well refined a semi-progressive cut is visually acceptable.

The cutting method creates a list that records the touched elements and quickly find a full

cut of an element.

3.2.1 Adaptations to the corotational XFEM

The FEM corotational has been used for some approaches such as [30, 31, 18], showing
that is physically accurate and suitable for real-time applications. However, it is possible to

compute the rotation matrix in different manners. However, The estimation of the rotation

matrix can impact the accuracy of the simulation. Therefore, we based the fundaments of the

corotational FEM in the approach proposed in [37]. The rotation matrix for a tetrahedron

(i.e. 3x3 matrix), is computed considering the positions of the vértices in the undeformed

configuration.; in this configuration the barycentric coordinates of a point p satify

Pí p_

p\ p_

Pl p\

1 1

where /?¿ are the barycentric coordinates of the point p. The above equation can be

expressed as P/3 = p. Thereby, a tetrahedron from the perspective of the deformed configu
ration yields

QP =

q (3.2)

where q is the point equivalent to p; that is, in the; deformed and the undeformed config
uration respectively. /. represents the same barycentric coordinates that corresponds to the

deformed tetrahedron. Using equations (3.1) and (3.2) yields

q=Q/?__QP1p__Ap (3.3)
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The transformation of the tetrahedron is described by the matrix A = QP
'
,
which can

be expressed as

(3.4)

where t stores the translational component and the components of rotation and stretching
are stored in B. To obtain the rotation matrix we do it by a polar descomposition of B as is

proposed in [31].

Considering a discontinuous element divided into two parts, the rotation matrix is com

puted for each part; thereby, the number of rotations in a discontinuous element will be the
number of subdivisions in this element as is show in equation (2.65).

In order to calcúlate the forces efficiently, as is propose in [37], these are computed in

sepárate components; this means that the stiffness matrix will not be stored, instead of this;
the rotations, the strain matrix, and the displacements are stored and computed in different

times. In the case of the XFEM, for each part of a discontinuous element (i.e. above and

below the cut plañe), it is required to store all of these components.

3.2.2 Mapping Method

In CG is widely used the barycentric coordinates to créate a mapping between two different

meshes. The mapping consist of associate a specific points (i.e. vertexes of another mesh)
with the elements of another mesh topology. Therefore, first is calculated the barycentric
coordinates and consequently the bary-coefficients of the point are computed. The point

associated must update its position each time the tetrahedron has changed (e.g. has been

deformed or displaced). The barycentric mapping is shown in Figure 3.2.

The applications that only simúlate the elastic behavior of the objects, i.e. do not consider

topological changes, have a physical visual mapping where can be applied the barycentric

mapping. Let's consider a cube model, which is divided in a tetrahedral and triangular mesh

that corresponds to the physical and visual topology respectively, as is shown in Figure 3.3.

The visual mesh that corresponds to the surface of the cube, must be updated according to

the deformation of the cube, henee, each node of the visual mesh must be assigned to one

tetrahedron (i.e. the closest tetrahedron). Note that one tetrahedron of the physical topology
can have assigned more than one triangles of the visual topology; this situation depends of

the refinement of both topologies.

Now, considering topological changes, the XFEM adds DOFs each time a discontinuity

appears remaining the number of elements of the original mesh; thus, an element is divided

A =

B t

000 1
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Figure 3.2: The black point is associated to the triangle by barycentric mapping. The barycc-
efficients are calculated to the point and when the triangle is deformed the barycoefficients
indicate where the point should move.

Figure 3.3: The same cube is divided into two different topologies: tetrahedrons for the

physical topology (left) and triangles for visual topology (right)
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using the valúes of the added DOFs. Then, how should be associated the triangular mesh

to the tetrahedrons that do not explicitly exist? If the mapping is done to the original
tetrahedron (that has been cut) the result will not be accurate because this tetrahedron

doesn't show the same physical meaning of the original mesh anymore.

We propose a FEM-XFEM mapping that allows us easily control the discontinuous el

ements. This new mapping consists in creating an altemative tetrahedral mesh topology
that inserts tetrahedrons each time the element is subdivided. The altemative mesh will

have always the same number of DOFs that the original mesh; where the original DOFs are

copied directly to the DOFs of the new topology, however the new topology will substitute

the valúes of the added DOFs (i.e. only in the new topology) by true valué of the vertexes of

the new tetrahedrons (created by the split); i.e. the displacements ofthe virtual elements are

composed by original and new DOFs and the total valué is stored in the new DOFs location

of the new mapping, thereby, there is not necessary to add more vertexes in the new mesh

topology.

For example, considering a single tetrahedron the original mesh will have twelve DOFs

(i.e. three for each vértex), if the element is cut into two parts, the original mesh will

have 24 DOFs or 8 nodal displacements that can represent two tetrahedrons; where the first

four nodal displacements have the valúes of the original tetrahedron vertexes and the other

four contains variations on the displacements that helps to make the effect of splitting the

element as is shown in Figure 3.4. The new mesh topology will conserve the first four nodal

displacements because these valúes are directly applied to the position of the vertexes of the

new virtual elements, and the other four nodal displacements will be substituted with the

real position of the missing vertexes to specify.

c

d

a

b

c

d

a-a"
l_—4.1

OH.'

•_■*)'

Figure 3.4: Added DOFs. The original nodal displacements (on the left) of a tetrahedron

are four, when the tetrahedron is split new DOFs are added (list on the middle); in order

to use the less memory, the altemative mesh stores in the place of the added DOFs the real

position of the vertexes of the virtual tetrahedron (on the right).
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Note that this altemative mesh topology is not the visual mesh; i.e. as the physical

topology, the XFEM topology is not visible. The visual topology is mapped to the altemative

topology and this last updates the valúes according to the original topology (that stores the

results of the XFEM equations). The visual and collision meshes are mapped in the same

manner with the altemative mesh.

It is important to mention that the mapping is not completely on the whole surface of

the virtual elements, because the virtual elements will show just its corresponding portion of

material; moreover, there are some situations that must be considered; for example, when an

element has been cut, right after the virtual elements will appear exactly in same position;

henee, the virtual elements must be classified according to the side of the cut plañe (i.e.

above or below). Thereby, the visual mesh node is assigned to the nearest tetrahedron that

corresponds with the side of the cut.

Another important advantage of the altemative topology is its speed that takes to reassign

the visual or collision mesh nodes to its corresponding physical tetrahedron when a cut

occurs; in other words, if a tetrahedron is cut, there is a record of the points associated to

the tetrahedron that will be destroyed in the altemative mesh, after are reassigned the new

points to the corresponding virtual tetrahedron without checking all the tetrahedrons.

The process of using the altemative topology is shown in Figure 3. 5.The altemative

mesh is controlled directly from the physical topology; in this manner all the changes in the

altemative mesh are quickly performed and also the search of associated elements and the

copy of the DOFs are fairly straightforward. Another important remark about the altemative

topology is that all its "DOFs", are never used in the equation (2.39) such as the original

DOFs; thereby, the altemative mesh doesn't harm the performance of the simulation.

Controlling the forces

If an external forcé is applied to a virtual element, this forcé is directly propagated through
the neighbors that shares its DOFs. Nevertheless, if an element is cut and all its neighbors
aren't virtual elements then the virtual elements must be fixed to the adjacent edges (that
are not cut); to this end, it is necessary to annul the forces on those DOFs that are connected
to a non-discontinuos neighbor as is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.2.3 Cutting algorithm

There are three principal kinds of cutting algorithms, the non-progressive, progressive and

semi-progressive. The non-progressive cut requires in the most of the cases the specification

of the fist and the last point of cut, even though it is fast and efficient, it is not plausi

ble for surgery simulations because is not truly interactive. The progressive cut shows the
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Figure 3.5: Basic process of the XFEM and the altemative mapping method.
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Figure 3.6: The original mesh is on the left; when the tool cuts the mesh, the discontinuous

elements are opened, however, they must be fixed if one of its neighbors doesn't have a cut.
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subdivisión of the element at the same time while being cut; however, this technique is com

putationally expensive and may require the control of non-linear elements. On the other

hand, if we split the tetrahedron when the tool crosses the whole element is considered semi-

progressive cut because there is a delay before showing the incisión. For a well refined mesh

the delay in the semiprogressive cut can be considered visually insignificant.

When the interactive tool touches a tetrahedron (indicated by the collision detection

algorithm), firstly is obtained the collided point and is searched the nearest tetrahedron to

this point, after that, all the neighbors of the tetrahedron are stored in a list which is used to

find the next tetrahedron touched by the cutting tool; then, are obtained the new neighbors

and also are stored in a list. Having two points of cut (both are very near) is created an

intersection quad which is created using the deepness valué. The last created list is used to

find intersection between the tetrahedral edges and the quad, the intersection of a vértex are

stored to identify if a tetrahedron has been completely cut, if this last happens, a new list

will store the elements to split. After checking all the neighbors of the collided tetrahedron,

are divided all the tetrahedrons of the list of elements to cut.

SEMI-PROGRESSIVE CUT

créate Ll // list of tetrahedrons with one intersection

créate L2 // list of tetrahedrons with two intersections

créate L3 // list of tetrahedrons to cut

collisionEvent (collisionPoint)

{
if the cut starts

FirstPoint = collisionPoint

T = nearest (Mesh, FistPoint) //return the tetrahedron neares to firstPoint

else //while cutting
listNT = neighbors(T); //list of neighbors of T

Tc = nearest (listNT, fistPoint)
SecondPoint = CollisionPoint

semiProgressiveCut (Tc)

}

semiProgressiveCut (T)

{

generatequad()// collision quad of the cut plañe
IT = neighbors (T)
for each tetra i in IT

if EdgeIntersection(T, quad)
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if exists T in list L2

L3.add(L2.pointl,L2.point2,intersectionPoint)
L2.delete(T)

else

if exists T in list Ll

L2.add(Ll.point, intersectionPoint)

Ll.delete(T)
else

Ll.add(T, intersectionPoint)

Ll.add(T,intersectionPoint)

for each tetra j in L3

createXFEM(j)

L3.clear

FirstPoint = SecondPoint

}

As shows the previous algorithm, the expensive work is at the beginning of the cut, the

reason is that the nearest tetrahedron is searched among all the tetrahedrons of the mesh. To

avoid this, we can make use of the collision algorithm; i.e. the collision detections can give
as an output an index of an element that corresponds to the collision mesh, therefore, as we

have recorded the assignation of the points, we can find directly the tetrahedron associated

to the collision element; thereby, is possible to extract quickly the list of neighbors for the

collided región.

When an element is divided into two new virtual elements, the visual and collision map

ping methods are called to be updated. Therefore, the visual and collision meshes must also

divide its element according to the cut plañe and be assigned to its corresponding virtual

element.

3.2.4 Visual mapping

If the physical mesh changes its topology then the visual mesh also must be adapted to

show this changes; with this objective, it is considered the barycentric mapping, which is

applied to only show the portions of material associated to the virtual elements; however, to

créate the mapping, the portion of material is not truly analyzed, instead, is employed the

cut plañe. To show how the object is opening when is cut, it can be used the snapping or

the subdivisión. We choice for the subdivisión can be performed faster than the snapping.
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However, each time that an element is cut are created at the most four new points, despite

the increment, the points are not DOFs and do not strongly harm the performance of the

simulation.

Working with 3D models, must be considered the deepness, therefore, when a cut happens

not only the surface must be mapped; also an internal subdivisión must be created and

mapped. In the Figure 3.3, the visual cube mesh is only the surface, therefore, there are

new faces that must be created and displayed according to the deepness of the cut; to this

end, we créate the new mesh employing the intersections points of the edges of the virtual

tetrahedrons, in this manner the remesh is straightforward by connecting the points as is

shown in Figure 3.7

Figure 3.7: Connecting intersected points in order to créate the internal mesh.

Note that if the material is very thin, it is possible that the cut crosses the both sides of

the body, requiring the adaptation and the remapping of the both faces.

3.2.5 Collision Detection

The collision detection algorithm must be mapped to the altemative mesh and, while the

user is interacting, if appears a collision, then the valúes of the forces will be sent directly
to the corresponding tetrahedrons without worrying about the kind of element (i.e. if it

is discontinuous or not) because the altemative mesh will propágate the forcé valué to the

corresponding original tetrahedron in order to follow with the XFEM equations. The mapping
of the collision mesh considers only the visible parts of virtual elements; for this reason, the

collision mesh do not covers the whole surface of the tetrahedron allowing to collide only in

the active áreas, as is shown in the Figure 3.8.
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<Jk_.——Gollision triangle

External object

Virtual element

Figure 3.8: The collision model is mapped to the altemative mesh, not necessarily on the

surface of the elements, it can be in the corresponding part of volume. The external object
can overlap the elements, collides in the collision triangle.



Chapter 4

Implementation and Testing

This chapter has the objective to verify in specific simulations that the presented approach

can be applied to genérate robust simulations, especially for a surgery simulation. The

factors described in the previous chapter (cp. Figure 3.1) are now considered to evalúate the

approach. Moreover, all the algorithms presented in the previous chapter are analyzed.

Moreover, in this chapter is showed the implementation of the approach using the SOFÁ

framework architecture. The chapter is divided as follows; it starts with the description

of the case of study, followed by an explanation of how to implement the XFEM inside

SOFÁ; afterwards the implementation of the XFEM in 2D and 3D is presented describing

the important aspects considered to achieve the objective.

4.1 Case of study

In computer graphics there are a lot of soft materials that can be simulated as, e.g., hair,

cloth and ruber; however, our perspective is another, we aim to achieve with the exigencies

that a virtual surgery involves. In order to evalúate the approach in a medical context, the

responses of the approach are tested in an open surgery. The approach can be analyzed

specifically by simulating the skin cutting; thus, is possible to observe the responses of the

XFEM exposed to many elements that are small and thin (i.e. low volume), and thereby,

the robustness of the approach can be confirmed.

The simulation of the skin is important because the size of the elements impacts directly

on the simulation performance when the elements are cut; i.e., if the cut is near to a vértex,

this can genérate sliver elements.

In order to interact with the simulation, the user can employ the mouse pointer in con-

junction with the keyboard; in spite of the fact that the interaction can be limited to 2D,

45
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the angle of the user visión is stored; in this manner, the mouse can simúlate a tool that is

in the same direction to the angle of visión.

We créate two different cases of study to analyze the existing approach; the first one is

implemented in a two dimensional object, and the second is tested for 3D object.

The material parameters of the skin are described in the table 4.1, this valúes are copied

from [38].

Parameter Notation Valué

Young's modulus E 1.0 ■ 104Pa

density P W00kg/m3
Poisson ratio V 0.3

gravity 9 9.8m/s2

Table 4.1: This table shows the material parameters considered to test the approach.

4.1.1 2D: Human Face skin

A human face model, represented with triangular elements, is inserted in the 3D environment;
in the case of 2D, the collision detection, the visual model and the physical topology are the

same triangular mesh of the face.

The properties of the mesh comply the restrictions of FEM described in section 2.3.2 (i.e.
all the elements are connected; without gaps and overlapping).

When the simulation starts the face model can be deformed interactively in real time and

the user can specify where to cut the skin. To evalúate this case the following aspects are

considered:

interactivity: the user should be capable to deform the model from any point and look

the reactions at the same time it is doing.

cutting: analyze the delay of cutting a triangle while the user is cutting.

realtime: the simulation performance is examined while the user is cutting.

realistic physical responses: the responses has to be physically plausible, to this end, we

compare the responses with other approaches completely based in the FEM but not fully
interactive (i.e. snapping and subdivisión).
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Figure 4.1: The hand skin is discretized and modeled in 3D; The simulation should allow the

posibility to deform and cut the skin through the indications of the user.

4.1.2 3D: Hand Skin

The test consists of cutting the skin of the dorsal part of hand; this procedure can be

applicable in different surgeries (e.g. lipoma removal). The procedure can be achieved using
a straight line cut or a curved incisión as is shown in Figure 4.1. The thickness of the skin

of the hand is from 0.5 mm to 2 mm in soft regions (dorsal part) [40], in regions as the palm
the thickness is from 1 to 4mm; in order to appreciate the 3D body model and mesh, we

choice to use 2 mm as thickness of the skin.

In 3D must be considered the different topologies, the physical topology represented by a

tetrahedral mesh of the skin of the hand; the visual and collision topologies are represented

by a triangular surface mesh.

This case of study evaluates the following factors:

Performance: to analyze the impact on the simulation performance when the elements

are cut.

Interaction: The user can interact with the hand model observing the physical reactions.

Cutting process: to analyze the delay of cutting a tetrahedron while the user is cutting;
also is examined the creation of complex incisions (i.e. straight line cut and a curved incisión).

fíe^'nemení:Testing different refinements of the meshes, observing which of these give
better results considering the previous factors.
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4.2 SOFÁ Framework

SOFÁ framework is a C++ library for physical simulation, designed for the medical context;

this simulator, based on Open GL, is described in [2]. SOFÁ includes a set of algorithms

of CG that can be combined to créate complex simulations. In SOFÁ a single object can

be represented by múltiple geometrical models, these models are interactive and can be

designed to be independent of the others; these commonly correspond to the physical model

( mechanical model), visual model and collision model. The connections among these models

is realized through mappings, this is shown in Figure 4.2

Mapping

Other ModelSi

Mapping

Haptic Mode
Behavior Model

Figure 4.2: SOFÁ brings the capacity to créate a simulation with múltiple geometrical models

that can be independent. The most commons are the behavior model (physical model),
collision model and visual model.

Moreover, SOFÁ allows defining each model by combining independent components as,

e.g., the physical model can formed by selecting a mass method; the forcé can be computed

using the FEM equations or FFD, etc. The properties of each method can be easily modified,

before of the simulation by editing the XML file or during the simulation.

Note that SOFÁ includes a lot of methods of CG, however the topological changes it's

only enabled in 2D using subdivisión and snapping allowing a non-progressive cut.

The simulation is constructed by the set of selected methods forming a tree structure

which is known as scene graph as is shown in Figure 4.3

SOFÁ can be divided into three principal parts, the core of SOFÁ that involves all the

classes that define an interactive object, i.e. physical, collision and mapping methods as is

shown in Figure 4.4; the Gui, defines the graphical interface and the simulation management

which generates all calis to functions to the methods included in the scene graph of the

simulation into execution.

To develop the approach is only required to modify SOFÁ Component inside the core of

sofá (cp. Figure 4.4); Henee, the XFEM class is designed as another forcé field component.
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Figure 4.4: The core of SOFÁ contains all the methods required to simúlate an interactive

object, considering the physical, collision, mapping and visual methods.
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To implement the XFEM we use the already implemented class in SOFÁ; this class is named
as TetrahedronFEMForceField

,
which is the corotational FEM; therefore, the corotational

XFEM inherits from TetrahedronFEMForceField as is shown in Figure 4.5

ForceField BaseObject

J

TetrahedronFEMForceField

TetrahedronXFEMForceField

Figure 4.5: The corotational XFEM was implemented through the inheritance of the class of
the corotational FEM, in this manner, the XFEM can cali the functions of the FEM if there

is no discontinuity.

Implementing the corotational triangle XFEM in the 2D case can be achieved similar as in

3D, using the class TriangleFEMForceField and creating the TriangleXFEMForceField.

4.3 Implementation of XFEM 2D

In the case of one triangle the XFEM is simply simulated using initially 3 nodal DOF, when

a discontinuity appears, 3 nodal displacements are added, obtaining 6 nodal DOFs in total.

The triangle of the Figure 4.6 is divided according to the cut plañe specified by the user.

The áreas are computed and assigned to each part of the element.

For more than one triangle, the elements share to its added DOFs obtaining in total

fewer than the double DOFs when all the elements are cut. Considering two triangles that

are together and they have been cut with two different planes of cut (the planes intersect in

an edge), they share the DOFs, forcing to fix the edges by sharing the forces. To Test the

XFEM in a complex model, it has been used a higher mesh with more triangles as is shown

in Figure 4.7, the square is dissected and the fragments fail by the gravity forces.

Employing the mouse the user can specify where to cut, by passing the mouse over the

triangles that he wants to cut, the intersections are obtained and if a triangle is fully traversed

(i.e. intersection of two edges) then it is converted into a XFEM element (virtual element)
and the new DOFs are added; the semiprogressive cut algorithm is shown in Figure 4.8

Note that in 2D, the mapping method is only required when the topologies are not equal.
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Figure 4.6: When a triangle is cut, two new virtual triangles are created by the added DOFs,

however, only the corresponding part of its área must be displayed. Note that the original

triangle is also hidden.

Figure 4.7: The square composed by triangular elements is dissected and all the triangles
share their added DOFs with each discontinuous neighbor and due to the combination the

forces, the discontinuous elements behave as one unified object.
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Figure 4.8: The user interacts with the mouse passing it through the mesh and if a triangle
is fully crossed then is split. This figure shows the visual topology and the physical topology

(hidden to the user). The visual mesh is generated by subdividing the triangles.

4.3.1 Evaluation of the approach in 2D

The face model is represented by a set of triangular elements as is shown in Figure 4.9, this

model is imported to our simulation as the three topologies, i.e., the physical, collision and

visual topologies will be the same mesh; in spite of the fact that it is not the best choice,

because the simulation can give better results with fewer elements in the collision mesh than

the visual mesh which requires more details; however, ln order to compare with the existing

approach (i.e. the snapping and subdivition), this choice makes easier the analysis.

Figure 4.9: A human face is discretized into triangles and this model is imported in SOFÁ.

In our case of study in 2D, the three models are triangular meshes.

The simulation basically consist of the following objects: a mechanical object that uses

the corotational XFEM, the diagonal mass to compute the enrichment lumping approach

described in section 2.4.3, a triangular collision model and these three models are mapped

using the barycentric mapping. The time integration is realized with the implicit Euler

method; the scene graph of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.10.

The forcé of gravity is annulated and the parameters are set as describe the table 4.1

(excepting the gravity). To test the approach in 2D has been employed a laptop with the
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Figure 4.10: In order to compare with other methods, we select some basic components to

include in our simulation. Some important methods, selected as part of our framework, are

the implicit time integration required for ensure the stability of the simulation in every time

step. Also, the collision detection algoritm that is based on bounding trees and especific for

triangular elements.
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Processor: Intel core 2 dúo 2GHz

Ram: 2GB

Video Card: Mobile Intel (R) 965 Express, max memory 384MB

Table 4.2: Characteristics of the computer to execute the tests. A common equipment was
selected to verify the portability of the approach, without requiring extra expenses.

characteristics of table 4.2, the characteristics described in section 4.1.1 are analyzed as

follows.

When the simulation starts the model can be deformed exactly if the FEM where only
used, because no one element is discontinuous. However, if the discontinuous elements appear
in the simulation it is required to analyze if the interaction works in the same manner. The

test was performed by simuling observing similar reactions in both

In 2D, we can compare with a method already included in SOFÁ which applies a com

bination of snapping and subdivisión. Both are tested considering the same model (i.e. the
face model) and components (cp. Figure 4.10), excepting the forcé field method (one method
uses the FEM and the other the XFEM). Despite both allow cutting the meshes, snapping
and subdivisión is not fully interactive. The differences in the generation of nodal DOFs

while the user cuts are shown in 4.3. It is possible to observe in Figure 4.11 that when the

number of cuts increment there are more differences between both methods; moreover, the

benchmark method generates one point in the initial and final points to fix the new elements

with the edges of the neighbors, and that is not necessary in our framework by the sharing
forces.

accumulated increment

Cuts XFEM Snap and Sub. XFEM Snap and sub. Difference

0 (initial) 3913 3913 0 0 0

10 3929 3933 16 20 4

50 3967 4020 54 107 53

100 4025 4133 112 220 108

500 4428 4955 515 1042 527

1000 5013 5836 1100 1923 823

Table 4.3: Comparative of the generation of nodal DOFs between the XFEM and snapping

and subdivition in 2D.

The simulation using the XFEM allow to simúlate physically the discontinuities without

harming the performance; some images of the simulation are shown in Figure 4.12
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Figure 4.11: The XFEM generates less DOFs than other methods such as the snapping and

subdivisión, therefore, the XFEM doesn't impact strongly the simulation performance.

Figure 4.12: The skin of the face is cut interactively. The XFEM allows the modeling of

incisions without the necesity to re-mesh the physical topology.
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Figure 4.13: A single tetrahedron is fully crossed in two diferent ways: by intersecting three

edges (left side) or intersecting four edges (right side). If a tetrahedron is split, the added

DOFs allows to simúlate other two elements, however, only the corresponding part of volume
is displayed.

4.4 Implementation in 3D

Considering the XFEM with only one tetrahedron, it can be split similar as the triangle in

2D case, starting with 4 nodal DOFs, when a discontinuity appears another 4 nodal DOFs

are added obtaining 8 nodal DOFs in total. However, a tetrahedral can be completely split
in two ways, as is shown in Figure 4.13

The volume of each part is computed and stored, it is associated to the original tetrahe

dron element and its corresponding side of the element. Considering more tetrahedrons, it

is similar .as the 2D; the elements share its added DOFs to its discontinuous neighbors, in

Figure 4.14 a cube is dissected in two parts.

When 3D models are use, it is required to consider that the topologies can be different;

however, if we split a tetrahedron the collision and visualization of the tetrahedron can 't be

achieve directly, therefore, it is necessary to use a mapping between these topologies.

4.4.1 Mapping method

When a tetrahedron has been cut, the original element is hidden and the both sides must

be displayed, to do this, a mapping method must be designed between the FEM XFEM

visual and collision models as is shown in Figure 4.15.

The XFEM mapping was designed to be embedded with the original physical topology

management; this mapping consist of the creation of an altemative mesh which is created

dynamically while the user cuts; this mesh must interact with the other topologies and meth

ods to react efficiently (cp. Figure 4.17). The associated components with the XFEM and
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Figure 4.14: The dissection of an object is achieved by sharing the added DOFs between the

neighbors of discontinuous elements.

FEM ( original

physical

topology)

XFEM

(altemative

topology)

Visuaitopology

Collision

topology

Figure 4.15: The original physical topology is controled by the FEM, when the discontinuities

appear and altemative mesh is created, containing all the new virtual elements managed by
the XFEM, and in this manner the barycentric mapping can be perfomed with the visual or

collision methods; i.e., the altemative mesh works as a mediator between the behavior model

and the other models when the XFEM is applied.
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Figure 4.16: SOFÁ components employed to créate the XFEM mapping.

the mapping are shown in the Figure 4.16; the visual and collision models can be associated

to the altemative mesh through the barycentric mapping without any modification, since

the mapping is controlled by the altemative mesh. When a tetrahedron is cut, the new

virtual elements appear in the same position than the original element (because initially
the added DOF are zero), therefore the mapping is not direct, it is required an association

original-alternative meshes and the side of the cut plañe, thereby, the mapping creates point-

tetrahedron connections, where both are of the same side of the cut plañe; the altemative

mesh in a dissected cube is shown if Figure 4.18

Now, let's consider a cube that is dissected twice as is shown in Figure 4.19, the elements

of the middle are below to the first cut, but above to the second cut, thus, one solution is

to store the normal plañe for every cut and compare all elements to remap each visual point

with its corresponding virtual element. Nonetheless, this solution is too expensive when the

number of cuts increases (i.e. when the semiprogressive cutting is applied). Therefore, the

mapping stores the association of points with its nearest tetrahedron and the mapping is

updated locally only when the current tetrahedron is cut.

The Figure 4.20 shows an example ofthe mapping process; the XFEM mapping stores the

associations between original -virtual elements- visual points; thereby, the update is quickly

performed.

4.4.2 Visual and Collision models

When the simulation starts, the visual mesh is only the surface of the 3D object, however,

if the object is cut, there isn't an internal mesh that corresponds to the deepness of the

object, as is shown in Figure 4.21. As was described section 3.2.4, the intersections with the

tetrahedrons allow to genérate the missing part of the mesh, as is shown in Figure 4.22.
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The original

tetrahedron is

divided into two

Altemativemesh

Original mesh

Figure 4.17: When an element is divided, the altemative mesh is generated with the new

virtual elements formed by the added DOFs, this mesh allows to créate a visual mapping to

show the corresponding volume. Note that in the altemative mesh the virtual elements can

overlap, however, this mesh is only required to make easier the association of topologies.

Figure 4.18: The altemative mesh helps to map the visual elements with its corresponding

physical elements, this mesh is displayed in the right side.
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Figure 4.19: In this figure an object was divided twice, ifthe mapping is performed consid

ering the cut plañe, then in this case the elements in the center can be mapped in a wrong

way. One option is to store all the cut planes however it is time consuming comparing all

the tetrahedrons with the cut plañe, therefore, if only the associations between visual points
and the virtual elements are stored, these can be updated quickly, comparing only with the
last cut plañe.
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Figure 4.20: Initially the associations of points are direct, and are updated when an element

is cut. For instance the elements 3 and 4 are cut, then two new virtual tetrahedrons are

created for each element (4 in total); after, the visual points (only those connected with the
discontinuous elements) must be re-associated to its tetrahedrons considering the cut plañe

(above + or below -).
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Figure 4.21: When the simulation starts, the visual mesh corresponds only to the surface of

the object.

Figure 4.22: The internal mesh is created using the intersections of the cut plañe with the

internal tetrahedrons, creating new triangles in the visual mesh.
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The internal collision mesh is generated similar to the visual mesh; it is also mapped to

the surrounding virtual elements. The generated bounding trees considers all the parts as

only one model, however, the collisions are obtained separately (cp. Figure 4.23).

Figure 4.23: The collision detection algorithm (based on bounding trees), considers the object
as unique, however when the object is cut, the intersections are given independently. The

method works with triangle surfaces mapped to the altemative mesh.

4.4.3 Evaluation of the approach in 3D

In order to test our approach in a simulation with 3D objects, it has been developed the model

of a hand as is shown in Figure 4.24 (a), the hand model is imported in SOFÁ considering

the material parameters expressed in table 4.1. This model is tetrahedralized employing the

mesh generator called TetMesh-GHSSD, this generator contains a command that applies a

FEM correction, which consists of replacing overconstrained elements. Thereby, the physical

and altemative topologies are tetrahedral meshes ahd-the visual and collision topologies are

triangular elements as is shown in Figure 4.24

Considering the 3D model, we don't have other method that works as a benchmark of

cutting tetrahedral meshes; however, this comparison has been realized in 2D in section 4.3.1.

Xow, we analyze the performance, the cutting method, the interaction and the refinement

of the mesh; all of this with the objective to get better results in our simulation. The scene

graph considered to test the approach in 3D is shown in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.24: In 3D, our simulation is performed using múltiple models, the behavior model

(physical) and the altemative mesh are conformed by tetrahedrons; the visual and collision

meshes are with triangular elements.

Performance

The objective of this test is to analyze how much time takes to process the new virtual

elements; i.e. when many elements have been cut, the number of DOFs increments and

consequently the time of computing the equations also increments. The simulation time and

the real time relationship depends strongly on the charge of work (i.e. the number of DOFs).
We are looking for a real-time simulation; therefore, the simulation time must be as closest

as possible to the real world time. For this reason, we compare a simulation second with

a real second and analyze how the performance is impacted when number of split elements

(virtual elements) increase.

The test has been realized with the following procedure:

• When the user interacts the test starts.

• The simulation and system times are recorded.

• The simulation time is monitored and when it increments in one second of the previous
recoded time, the system time also is obtained and the difference is recorded in a list.

• The procedure is repeated nTest. iterations and the average is computed.

This procedure has performed for different meshes to analyse the performance while the

increment of The results are shown in table 4.4 and in the Figure 4.25. The valúes indicate

that the biggest increment is at the first 50 cuts and after this time increments in a constant

valué.

At first sight, these valúes analyzed together with the: table 4.5, seem that have a negativo:
impact; If we compare the time for 144 DOFs (i.e. 50 cuts in the mesh of 200 elements) with
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No. Tetrahedrons no cuts 50 cuts 100 cuts 150 cuts 200 cuts

200 0.28435 0.5156 0.64065 0.76325 0.843

400 0.38125 0.73045 0.9 1.0617 1.28675

600 0.60625 1.13515 1.3258 1.54455 1.6992

800 0.74065 1.51405 1.675 1.925 2.19145

1000 1.0164 2.2789 2.31175 2.6234 2.78515

Table 4.4: time that takes one simulation second, considering cuts and different meshes(
Ai = 0.5)
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Figure 4.25: This graphic shows the relation of one simulation second and the real second,

considering cuts and different physical meshes. (A/
= 0.5)
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elements no cuts 50 cuts 100 cuts 150 cuts 200 cuts

200 94 144 194 244 294

400 160 210 260 310 360

600 236 286 336 386 436

800 308 358 408 458 508

1000 370 420 470 520 570

Table 4.5: Number of nodal DOFs, considering an average increment of 50 new nodal DOFs

in 50 cuts.

respect to the 160 (i.e. no cuts in the mesh of 400 elements) the first one is slower than

the second indicating a slightly overhead by the mapping in ranges of 0.1 to 0.3 seconds;

however, other methods increment for each cut in more than 4 nodal DOFs, harming more

the performance than just implementing the mapping.

Cutting

As part of the approach, the semiprogressive cutting is implemented (see section 3.2.3); it is

important to be evaluated because of the perspective of a virtual surgery; i.e., the cut of an

element mush be as quick enough that the delay should be almost imperceptible. For that

reason, the time (real world time) that takes to cross an element is analyzed; nevertheless,
the time of crossing and element depends on the size of the element and the speed of the

user hand while he is cutting, therefore, three speeds have been tested considering different

meshes. The procedure to perform the test is as follows:

• When a tetrahedron is added to the list Ll the system time is recorded in tListO.

• If the same tetrahedron is added to the list L3 the system time is compared with the

recorded in the tListl and the difference of time is recorded in the list difRecord.

• When the difRecord is of size nTest, these valúes are stored in a file, consequently the

average time is computed This procedure is realized for each speed and mesh. Moreover,
in order to obtain the worst case, the elements are attempted to be cut through the

center. The resultant valúes are shown in table 4.6 and Figure 4.26.

When the number of elements in the mesh increments the size of these elements decre-

ments; henee, cutting a mesh with more elements allow better results. However, if the cut is

fast and there are many elements (i.e. Fast and 1000 elements), the time that takes to process
all the nodes also impaets on the process of finding the intersected element and subsequently
it increments slightly the time of cutting.
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Elements Slow Normal Fast Average

200 0.7124 0.4265 0.24685 0.46191667

400 0.63345 0.38135 0.16575 0.39351667

600 0.59765 0.27425 0.11095 0.32761667

800 0.513275 0.2129 0.111775 0.27931667

1000 0.453175 0.1459 0.140225 0.24643333

Table 4.6:

speeds.

Delay (in seconds) that takes to fully-cross one element, considering different
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Figure 4.26: The delay of crossing an element considering different speeds and meshes.
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I
Figure 4.27: The skin mesh thickness measure 0.2mm and it is capable to be deformed

interactively by the user.

Interaction

All virtual surgery must allow the user to interact with the model; this interaction can be

performed by deforming the model or by cutting the elements, both interactions are always
allowed on the simulation. In our case of study, the model consists of the dorsal skin of the

hand, allowing to simúlate an open surgery, the skin can be deformed and dissected as is

shown in Figures 4.27, 4.28.

refinement

The evaluation of the refinement can be analyzed from the first two tests; it is necessary to

find a trade-off between the DOFs and the speed of cutting. Another factor to consider is the

average number of cut tetrahedrons to achieve with the desired surgery, this factor, depends
on the distance of the incisión. A long incisión will be at the most of 6cm, this size will

depend on the size of the elements, however, in all the analyzed meshes the number of cut

clements does not exceed of 50 elements. Therefore, specifically for the employed equipment
an efficient simulation is between 600 and 800 elements.
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Figure 4.28: Cut of the skin of the hand.

4.4.4 Other remarks

The use of an implicit method gives better results than the explicit method, and it also

ensures the stability for all the supported simulation time steps. However, to genérate a real

time simulation, considering the increment of the DOFs generated by the cutting process, it is

necessary to modify the time step. We can achieve this problem by two forms, measuring the

time and time constant'for a single DOF.; the first one consists in computing the differences

between real world time (i.e. operative system time) and the simulation time (similar as the

test of performance) and modify the time step each time the user cuts an element. The other

option is to store in a constant DOFtime, the valué of time step required for one single DOF

(using mapping), when the user cut the model the time step is computed by n x DOFtime

giving an approximation of the time step required to have a real time simulation, for our

purposes the second options its suitable for surgery simulation.
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Figure 4.29: Scene graph, testing the skin of the hand in 3D



Chapter 5

Conclusión

In this thesis, it has been designed a framework focused on the efficient application of the

XFEM; this framework includes the embedded design of an altemative mapping method, that

allows to associate, in an easy and direct manner, the diverse topologies when the cut of an

element appears. The mapping also stores the association of point-tetra, which makes faster

the update of the assignation of visual or collision points (i.e. vértices), with its corresponding
virtual element while the user is cutting; all these, considering the side of the cut plañe.

Also, it has been created a semiprogressive cutting algorithm, which can be employed
in the medical context if the working model contains an appropriate refinement. This algo

rithm uses the advantages of the mapped method, obtaining in this manner a fast update of

the association between topologies. Moreover, this method simulates a cutting tool by the

creation of a "quad of collision" and its length can be controlled by the user.

In order to acquire more realism to the simulation, some problems were affronted such

e.g., the generation of an internal mesh, the dynamic adaptation of the simulation time

according to the system time (real world time), the association of discontinuous elements and

its neighbors, and also were considered that the meshes may be different and therefore the

association of elements is not directly (eg. many visual triangles in a facet of one tetrahedron).

SOFÁ framework has been employed to implement the approach, making it easy by the

possibility of reutilize the code of the FEM through the inheritance of classes. Furthermore,

SOFÁ provides the virtual environment and also the opportunity to include tools and haptics.

The approach has been tested on an open surgery simulation through a machine with

characteristics accessible to the people, consequently, with a better computer, the refinement

of the meshes can be improved and ,in that way, the delay of the semiprogressive cutting can

be ignored.

Additionally, a variety of meshes in 2D and 3D where tested obtaining a considerable

differences in the creation of nodal DOFs, in consequence, it is proved that the XFEM do not

71
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impact strongly the simulation performance, allowing real-time simulations. However, during

the creation of the approach many questions have been generated that can be considered in

the future work, some o these questions are:

• How to control efficiently the self-collisions between discontinuous elements?

• How can be improved the simulation with the use of multiresolution methods?

• How to control textures taking into account the internal mesh generation?

• Is it possible to créate an efficient fully-progressive cutting algorithm?

Furthermore, it is contemplated the possibility to exploit the computer resources through
the parallelism methods.

This work was completely focused on the XFEM, providing practical methods to imple

ment it in a simulation that fulfill with stability, accuracy, interactivity and real time; which

are the properties required for a virtual surgery simulation. An open surgery simulation was

presented and by simulating the skin we show that, with very small elements, these properties

are maintained, avoiding slivers and ensuring compatibility between the different topologies.

The inclusión of this framework will make possible the generation of more complex sim

ulations, in which can be possible the interaction of diverse models (organs) that interact

together and, in this manner, design simulations with mayor impact in the medical área, such

as the extraction of a tumor or the fully physical modeling of one part of the body.
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